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Abstract. The revolutionary advances of Internet of Things (IoT) devices and
applications have helped IoT emerge as an increasingly important domain for
end-user development (EUD). Past research has shown that end users desire to
create various customized automations, which would often utilize multiple IoT
devices. Many solutions exist to support EUD across multiple IoT devices, but
they are limited to devices from the same manufacturer, within the same “eco-
system” or supporting a common API. We present EPIDOSITE, a mobile program‐
ming-by-demonstration system that addresses this limitation by leveraging the
smartphone as a hub for IoT automation. It enables the creation of automations
for most consumer IoT devices on smartphones by demonstrating the desired
behaviors through directly manipulating the corresponding smartphone app for
each IoT device. EPIDOSITE also supports using the smartphone app usage context
and external web services as triggers and data for automations, enabling the crea‐
tion of highly context-aware IoT applications.

Keywords: Internet of Things · Programming by demonstration · End user
development

1 Introduction

In the recent years, the rapid growth of Internet of Things (IoT) has surrounded users
with various smart appliances, sensors and devices. Through their connections, these
smart objects can understand and react to their environment, enabling novel computing
applications [39]. A past study has shown that users have highly diverse and personalized
desired behaviors for their smart home automation, and, as a result, they need end-user
tools to enable them to program their environment [42]. Especially with the growing
number of devices, the complexity of the systems, and their importance in everyday life,
it is increasingly important to enable end users to create the programs themselves for
those devices to achieve the desired user experience [33, 40].

Many manufacturers of smart devices have provided their customers with tools for
creating their own automations. For example, LG has the SmartThinQ1 app, where the

1 https://us.smartthinq.com/.
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user can author schedules and rules for their supported LG smart appliances such as
fridges, washers and ovens. Similar software is also provided by companies like
Samsung (SmartThings), Home Depot (Wink) and WeMo. However, a major limitation
for all of these is the lack of interoperability and compatibility with devices from other
manufacturers. They all only support the limited set of devices manufactured by their
own companies or their partners. Therefore, users are restricted to creating automations
using devices within the same “ecosystem” and are unable to, for instance, create an
automation to adjust the setting of an LG air conditioner based on the reading from a
Samsung sensor.

Some platforms partially address this problem. For example, IFTTT (ifttt.com) is a
popular service that enables end users to program in the form of “if trigger, then
action” for hundreds of popular web services, apps, and IoT devices. With the help of
IFTTT, the user can create automations across supported devices like a GE dishwasher,
a WeMo coffeemaker and a Fitbit fitness tracker. However, the applicability of IFTTT
is still limited to devices and services offered by its partners, or those that provide open
APIs which can connect to IFTTT. Even for the supported devices and services, often
only a subset of the most commonly used functions is made available due to the required
engineering effort. Other platforms like Apple HomeKit and Google Home also suffer
from the same limitations. Because of the lack of a standard interface or a standard
protocol, many existing tools and systems cannot support the heterogeneity of IoT
devices [17, 21]. While generalized architectures for programming IoT devices and
higher-level representations of IoT automation rules and scripts have been proposed
(e.g., [15, 16, 20, 21, 37]), they have not yet been widely adopted in the most popular
commercial IoT products, and there is some reason for pessimism that such an agreement
will ever happen.

To solve these problems, we create a new system named EPIDOSITE,2 which is an
end-user development (EUD) tool that enables the creation of automations for IoT
devices from different ecosystems by demonstration though manipulating their corre‐
sponding mobile apps. Our system particularly targets the development of automa‐
tion scripts for consumer IoT devices in the smart home environment by end users
with little or no programming expertise. Thanks to the ubiquity of smartphones, for
the majority of consumer IoT devices, there are corresponding smartphone apps
available for remote controlling them, and these apps often have access to the full
capabilities of the devices. A smartphone loaded with these apps is an ideal universal
interface for monitoring and controlling the smart home environment [46]. Thus, by
leveraging the smartphone as a hub, we can both read the status of the IoT sensors
by scraping information from the user interfaces of their apps, and control the IoT
actuators by manipulating their apps. To our knowledge, ours is the first EUD system
for IoT devices using this approach.

2 EPIDOSITE is a type of rock. Here, the name stands for “Enabling Programming of IoT
Devices On Smartphone Interfaces for The End-users”.
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1.1 Advantages

Our approach has the following three major advantages:

Compatibility: Unlike other EUD tools for consumer IoT devices, which can only
support programming devices from the same company, within the same ecosystem, or
which provide open access to their APIs, EPIDOSITE can support programming for most
of the available consumer IoT devices if they provide Android apps for remote control.
For selected phones with IR blasters (e.g., LG G5, Samsung Galaxy S6, HTC One) and
the corresponding IR remote apps, EPIDOSITE can even control “non-smart” appliances
such as TVs, DVRs, home theaters and air conditioners that support IR remote control
(but this obviously only works when the phone is aimed at the device).

Interoperability: EPIDOSITE can support creating automation across multiple IoT
devices, even if they are from different manufacturers. Besides IoT devices, EPIDOSITE

can also support the incorporation of arbitrary third-party mobile apps and hundreds of
external web services into the scripts. The exchange of information between devices is
also supported by demonstration. The user can extract values of the readings and status
of IoT devices using gestures on one mobile app, and use the values later as input for
other apps. This approach addresses the challenge of supporting impromptu interoper‐
ability [14], a vision that devices acquired at different times, from different vendors and
created under different design constraints and considerations should interconnect with
no advance planning or implementation.

Usability: We believe that EPIDOSITE should be easy to use, even for end users with
little or no prior programming experience. Since the users are already familiar with how
to use the mobile apps to monitor and to control IoT devices, EPIDOSITE minimizes the
learning barrier by enabling users to use those familiar app interfaces to develop auto‐
mations by demonstrating the procedures to control the IoT devices to perform the
desired behaviors. A major advantage of PBD is that it can empower users while mini‐
mizing learning of programming concepts [30, 35]. The evaluation of the SUGILITE

system [29], which shares the same demonstrational interface as EPIDOSITE, also suggests
that most end users can successfully automate their tasks by demonstration using mobile
apps on smartphones.

2 Related Work

Supporting end user development activities in the Internet of Things era has been iden‐
tified as a particularly important and promising research direction [3]. Due to the
dynamic nature of context, it is difficult or even impossible for a developer or a designer
to enumerate all of the possible contextual states and the appropriate action to take from
each state [19]. To solve this problem, the end users should play a central role in deciding
how elements in the IoT ecosystem should interact with people and with other devices,
and the end-users should be empowered to program the system behavior [3, 44]. The
longitudinal study by Coutaz and Crowley [7] reported that families liked EUD for IoT
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devices in the smart home environment because it provides convenience and personal‐
ization. Much prior work has focused on enabling end users to configure, extend and
customize the behaviors of their IoT devices with various approaches. However, we
believe EPIDOSITE is the first to enable the users to create automations for IoT devices by
demonstration using the devices’ corresponding mobile apps.

In the specific area of EUD for developing home automation scripts across IoT
devices, rule-based systems like HomeRules [10], IFTTT (ifttt.com) and Altooma
(www.atooma.com) use a trigger-action model to allow users to create automation rules
for supported web services and IoT devices. Compared with EPIDOSITE, those services
can only support much a smaller set of devices. Smart home solution providers like
Samsung, LG and Apple also provide software kits for end user development with their
products, but unlike EPIDOSITE, they can only support devices within their own “ecosys‐
tems”. Some generalized architectures and standardized models for programming IoT
devices and higher-level representations of IoT automation rules and scripts have been
proposed (e.g., [15, 16, 20, 21, 37]), but none have been widely adopted. In a field study
for home automation systems [11], interoperability was shown to be important for the
users. The same study showed that, although expert users reported that they facilitated
communication between devices and services utilizing HTTP requests, this set-up would
be difficult to configure for end users with limited technical background [11].

Visual programming tools such as Midgar [17], Jigsaw [22], Puzzle [9], Yahoo Pipes
(http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes) and Bipio (https://bip.io) enable the users to create
programs, data pipelines and mashup applications between supported devices, services
and APIs. AppsGate [7] provides a syntax-driven editor that empowers the users to
program their smart home devices using a pseudo-natural language. Kubitza and
Schmidt [25] proposed a web-based IDE that allows users to mash-up heterogeneous
sets of devices using a common scripting language. However, the above approaches
require the user to work with a visual programming language interface, a scripting
language, or a domain-specific programming language (DSL), which is challenging for
non-expert end users with little or no programming knowledge.

Some prior PBD systems such as motionEAP (www.motioneap.de) [40], Backpacks
[38] and prior work in robot programming by demonstration (e.g., [1, 4]) enable users
to program their desired behaviors by directly manipulating the physical objects (e.g.,
grabbing tools on an assembly line, or manipulating the arms of a robot). The a CAPpella
system [12] empowers the user to specify a contextual situation by demonstration using
data from multiple sensors in a smart environment. A major advantage of PBD is that
it is easy to learn for end users with limited programming knowledge, as it allows users
to program in the same environment in which they perform the actions [8, 30, 36].
However, these systems require the presence of extensive sensors on the devices and
objects being programmed, or in the environment, which is costly and unavailable for
most existing smart home devices and environments. As a comparison, EPIDOSITE shares
these systems’ advantages in usability and low learning barrier, but can work with most
current IoT devices with available remote control Android apps without requiring extra
sensors.

There are also PBD systems focusing on automating tasks on other domains, such
as file management [34], photo manipulation [18] and web-based tasks [27]. The most
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relevant prior system to this work is SUGILITE [29], which is a PBD system for automating
tasks on smartphones. Our EPIDOSITE system leverages the PBD engine from SUGILITE,
extending its capabilities to support programming for IoT devices and provides new
features specifically for smart home automation.

3 Example Usage Scenario

In this section, we use an example scenario to illustrate the procedure of creating an
EPIDOSITE automation. For the scenario, we will create a script that turns on the TV set
top box and turns off the light when someone enters the TV room. We will use a Verizon
TV set-top box, a Philips Hue Go light and a D-Link DCH-S150 Wi-Fi motion sensor
in this script. To our best knowledge, there exists no other EUD solution that can support
all the above three devices.

First, the user starts EPIDOSITE (Fig. 1a), creates a new script and gives it a name. The
phone then switches back to the home screen, and prompts the user to start demon‐
strating. The user now starts demonstrating how to turn off the light using the Philips
Hue app – tapping on the Philips Hue icon on the home screen, choosing “Living Room”,
clicking on the “SCENES” tab, and selecting “OFF”, which are the exactly same steps
as when the user turns off the light manually using the same app. After each action, the
user can see a confirmation dialog from EPIDOSITE (Fig. 1b). Running in the background
as an Android accessibility service, the EPIDOSITE PBD engine can automatically detect
the user’s action and determine the features to use to identify the element using a set of
heuristics (see [29] for more details), but the user can also manually edit the details of
each recorded action in an editing panel (Fig. 1c). Figure 2a shows the textual

Fig. 1. Screenshots of EPIDOSITE: (a) the main screen of EPIDOSITE showing a list of available
scripts; (b) the confirmation dialog for an operation; (c) the editing panel for one operation.
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representation of the EPIDOSITE script created for turning off the light. Next, the user
demonstrates turning on the TV set-top box using the SURE Universal Remote app on
the phone (or other IR remote apps that support the Verizon TV set-top box), and
EPIDOSITE records the procedure for that as well.

Fig. 2. Screenshots of EPIDOSITE’s script view and trigger creation interfaces: (a) the script view
showing the script from the example usage scenario; (b) the window for creating an app
notification trigger; (c) the window for creating an app launch trigger.

The user ends the demonstration recording and goes back to the EPIDOSITE app. She
then clicks on the menu, and chooses “Add a Script Trigger”. In the pop-up window
(Fig. 2b), she gives the trigger a name, selects “Notification” as the type of the trigger,
specifies “mydlink Home” (the mobile app for the D-Link motion sensor) as the source
app, chooses the script she just created as the script to trigger, enters “Motion detected
by TV room” as the activation string, and finally, clicks on “OK” to save the trigger.
This trigger will execute the script every time that the “mydlink Home” app sends a
notification that contains the string “Motion detected by TV room”.

The steps shown above are the whole process to create this automation. Once the
trigger is enabled, the background Android accessibility service waits for the activation
of the trigger. When the motion sensor detects a motion, an Android notification is
generated and displayed by the mydlink Home app. Then EPIDOSITE intercepts this noti‐
fication, activates the trigger, executes the script, and manipulates the UI of the Philips
Hue app and the SURE Universal Remote app to turn off the lights and to turn on the
TV set-top box.
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4 System Design and Implementation

4.1 Implementation

The client component of EPIDOSITE is an Android application written in Java. It does not
require root access to the Android system, and should work on any smartphone with
Android 4.4 or above. The client component is standalone. There is also an optional add-
on server application available for supporting automation triggered by external web
services through IFTTT. The server application is implemented in Java with Jersey3 and
Grizzly4.

The mobile programming by demonstration engine used in EPIDOSITE extends the
prior mobile PBD system SUGILITE [29]. SUGILITE uses Android’s accessibility API to
support automating tasks in Android apps. During the demonstration, all of the user’s
interactions with the phone, together with the relevant UI elements on the screen, are
recorded by a background recording handler through the accessibility API. SUGILITE then
processes the recording and generates a reusable script for performing the task. SUGILITE

also generalizes the script from the demonstrated example by analyzing the user interface
structures of the apps used in the demonstration. For instance, if the user demonstrates
how to turn on the living room light using the Philips Hue app, SUGILITE will detect
“living room” as a parameter of this script, and automatically generalizes the script so
it can be used to turn on other available Philips Hue lights by providing a different string
when the script is invoked. With SUGILITE, the user can record an automation by demon‐
strating the procedure of performing the task using the user interfaces of any third-party
Android app (with some exceptions noted in [29]), and then run the automation through
a multi-modal interface, invoked through the GUI or using speech. SUGILITE also supports
the viewing and editing of the scripts. Details about SUGILITE can be found in the earlier
paper [29].

On top of SUGILITE, EPIDOSITE adds new features and mechanisms to support the
programming of IoT devices in the smart home setting, including new ways for trig‐
gering scripts, new ways for scripts to trigger external services and devices, and new
mechanisms for sharing information among devices. To better meet the needs of devel‐
oping for IoT devices, EPIDOSITE also supports programming for different devices in
separated subscripts, and reusing the subscripts in new scripts. For example, the user
can demonstrate the two scripts for “turning off the light” and “turning on the TV”, and
then create a new script of “if …, turn off the light and turn on the TV”) without having
to demonstrate the procedures for performing the two tasks again.

4.2 Key Features

Notification and App Launch Triggers
The most common context-aware applications in the smart home are naturally described
using rule-based conditions in the model of trigger-action programming, where a trigger

3 https://jersey.java.net/.
4 https://grizzly.java.net/.
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describes a condition, an event or a scenario, and an action specifies the desired behavior
when its associated trigger is activated [13, 42]. In EPIDOSITE, scripts can be triggered by
the content of Android notifications, or as a result of the launch of a specified app on
the phone.

EPIDOSITE keeps a background Android accessibility service running at all times.
Through the Android accessibility API, the service intercepts system notifications and
app launches. If the content of a new notification contains the activation string of a stored
notification trigger (as shown in the example usage scenario), or an app associated with
an app launch trigger has just launched, the corresponding automation script for the
trigger will be executed. Figure 2c shows the interface with which the user can create
an automation that turns off the light when the YouTube app launches, after first creating
the “Turn off the living room light” script by demonstration.

These features allow scripts to be triggered not only by mobile apps for IoT devices,
as shown in the example usage scenario, but also by other third-party Android apps.
Prior research has shown that the usage of smartphone apps is highly contextual [6, 23]
and also varies [45] for different groups of users. By allowing the launching of apps and
the notifications from apps to trigger IoT scripts, the user can create highly context-
aware automation with EPIDOSITE, for example, to change the color of the ambient
lighting when the Music Player is launched, to adjust the thermostat when the Sleep
Monitor app is launched, or even to warm up the car when the Alarm app rings (and
sends the notification) on winter mornings.

Using the above two types of triggers, along with the external service trigger intro‐
duced in the next section, user-demonstrated scripts for smartphone apps can also be
triggered by readings and status of IoT sensors and devices. As shown in [29], many
common tasks can be automated using PBD on smartphone apps. Some examples are
ordering a coffee (using the Starbucks app), requesting cabs (Uber app), sending emails,
etc. EPIDOSITE empowers users to integrate IoT smart devices with available smartphone
apps to create context-aware and responsive automations.

External Service Triggers
To expand the capabilities of EPIDOSITE to leverage all of the available resources, we
implemented a server application that allows EPIDOSITE to integrate with the popular

Fig. 3. The architecture of the EPIDOSITE external service trigger mechanism.
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automation service IFTTT. Through this integration, an EPIDOSITE script can be triggered
by over 360 web services supported by IFTTT, including social networks (e.g., Face‐
book, Twitter), news (e.g., ESPN, Feedly), email, calendar management, weather and
supported devices like smart hubs (e.g., Google Home, Amazon Echo), smart appli‐
ances, fitness trackers, home monitors, and smart speakers. An EPIDOSITE script can also
be used to trigger actions for IFTTT-supported services. Figure 3 shows the overall
architecture for supporting external service triggers, consisting of the client side, the
server side, the IFTTT service and how they communicate.

An IFTTT applet consists of two parts: a trigger and an action, in which either part
can be an EPIDOSITE script. If an EPIDOSITE script is used as the trigger, then an HTTP
request will be sent out to IFTTT via the EPIDOSITE server to execute the corresponding
IFTTT action when the trigger is activated. Similarly, if an EPIDOSITE script is used as
the action, then it will be executed on the corresponding client smartphone upon the
client application receiving a Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) message sent by the
EPIDOSITE server when the associated IFTTT trigger is activated. The EPIDOSITE server
communicates with IFTTT through the IFTTT Maker channel, which can receive and
make RESTful HTTP web requests. The EPIDOSITE server side application is also highly
scalable and can handle multiple clients at the same time.

To create an IFTTT triggered script, the user first creates an EPIDOSITE script for the
“action” part by demonstration, where the user records the procedure of performing the
desired task by manipulating the phone apps. Then, the user goes to IFTTT, chooses
“New Applet,” and chooses a trigger for the script. After this, the user chooses the Maker
channel as the action. For the address for the web request, the EPIDOSITE app on the phone
will automatically generate a URL which the user can just paste into this field. The auto-
generated URL is in the format of:

http://[SERVER_ADDRESS]/client=[CLIENT_NAME]&scriptname=[SCRIPT_
NAME]

where [SERVER ADDRESS] is the address of the EPIDOSITE server, [CLIENT_NAME]
is the name of the EPIDOSITE client (which by default is the combination of the phone
owner’s name and the phone model. e.g., “Amy’s Nexus 6”) and [SCRIPT_NAME] is the
name of the EPIDOSITE script to trigger. The user can just paste this URL into the IFTTT
field (see Fig. 4).

The procedure to create an EPIDOSITE-triggered IFTTT applet is similar, except that
the user needs to add “trigger an IFTTT applet” as an operation when demonstrating the
EPIDOSITE script, and then use the Maker channel as the trigger.

Cross-app Interoperability
Interoperability among IoT devices has been an long-time important challenge [14].
Sharing data across devices from different “ecosystems” often requires the user to
manually setup the connection using techniques like HTTP requests, which require
carefully planning and extensive technical expertise [11]. Middleware like Bezirk5 and
[5, 16, 24, 41] supports IoT interoperation and provides a high-level representation

5 http://developer.bezirk.com/.
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model for common IoT devices, but these also require the user to have sophisticated
programming skills.

EPIDOSITE supports the user in extracting the value of a TextView object in the user
interface of the an app by using a gesture during the demonstration, storing the value in
a variables and then using the values saved in these variables later in the script. All the
user needs to do to save a value is to click on the “Get a Text Element on the Screen”
option from the recording menu while demonstrating, circle the desired element on the
screen using a finger gesture (the yellow stroke in Fig. 5), and select the element in a
pop-up menu (see Fig. 5). Later when the user needs to enter a string in a script, the user
can instead choose to use the value from a previously created variable.

When a script is executed that contains a value extraction operation, EPIDOSITE will
automatically navigate as demonstrated to the user interface where the desired value is
located, and then will dynamically extract the value based on the resource ID and the
location of the corresponding TextView object. This approach does not require the
involved app to have any API or other data export mechanism. As long as the desired
value is displayed as a text string in the app, the value can be extracted and used in other
parts of the script.

Currently, EPIDOSITE only supports using the extracted values in later operations
exactly as they were displayed. As future work, we plan to support the reformatting and
transformation of the variable values, as well as common arithmetic and string opera‐
tions on the values.

Fig. 4. Creating an IFTTT applet that triggers an EPIDOSITE script: (a) creating the trigger
condition “sleep duration below 6 h” using the Fitbit activity tracker; (b) creating the action of
running the EPIDOSITE script “coffeemachine” using the URL generated by EPIDOSITE; (c) the IFTTT
applet created.
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5 Limitations and Future Work

The current version of EPIDOSITE has several limitations. First, for executing an auto‐
mation, the phone must be powered on and concurrently connected to all the devices
involved in the automation. If the phone is powered off, or disconnected from the
involved IoT devices, the automation will fail to execute. This limitation will particularly
affect EPIDOSITE’s applicability for devices that are connected to the phone via a local
network or through a short-range wireless communication technology (e.g., Bluetooth,
ZigBee, IR), since with these devices, the phone is restricted to be connected to the local
network, or physically within range of the wireless connection for the automation to
work. Second, EPIDOSITE automations need to run in the foreground on the main UI thread
of the phone. Thus, if an automation is triggered when the user is actively operating the
phone at the same time (e.g., if the user is on a phone call), then the user’s interaction
with the phone will be interrupted. The automation execution may also fail if it is inter‐
rupted by a phone event (e.g., an incoming phone call) or by the user’s action.

For some of the above limitations, an approach is to use a separate phone as the hub
for IoT automation, and to run EPIDOSITE on that phone instead of using the user’s primary
smartphone. By doing this, the separate phone can be consistently plugged in and stay
connected with the IoT devices to ensure that the automations can be triggered and
executed properly. Currently, a compatible Android phone can be purchased for less
than $50, which makes this solution affordable.

Further limitations include that the current version of EPIDOSITE provides little assis‐
tance in testing and debugging. When an automation uses a trigger that cannot be acti‐
vated manually (e.g., at a future time, or due to a weather condition), the user may not
be able to demonstrate or test this automation. In the case that the controlling app of an

Fig. 5. Extracting the time of the last detection from a D-link motion sensor in the Mydlink Home
app using a circle gesture in EPIDOSITE (Color figure online)
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IoT device is updated, the user may need to record the demonstration again if the user
interface of the app has changed, or if the procedure to complete the task is now different.
For the same reason, EPIDOSITE automation scripts may break if they are executed in an
environment with different IoT devices available, with different versions of smartphone
apps running, or on a smartphone with a different screen resolution. This limits the
sharing of EPIDOSITE scripts, and may cause runtime problems for EPIDOSITE if the current
software or hardware environment changes. To fix an error during recording, the user
currently can only either record again from scratch, or manually edit the automation
script using the editing panel (Fig. 1c), which is not easy to use for an end user. For
future development, we plan to explore the designs of new end-user friendly testing and
debugging interfaces and new error handling mechanisms that can automatically modify
the script in case of a minor software update or when a different phone is used. The
improvements will also facilitate the sharing of EPIDOSITE scripts among different users.

Due to the technical limitations in the current programming by demonstration engine
in the system, tasks that involve the use of web applications are not supported by
EPIDOSITE. EPIDOSITE also does not yet support recording gestures and sensory inputs (e.g.,
accelerometer, gyroscope) either, but these are planned for the future.

In this work, we enabled the user to trigger automations for IoT devices based on
the usage context of smartphones by providing the notification and app launch triggers.
For future work, we plan to generalize these capabilities, to design usable and easily
understandable ways for the end users to create automations combining the contents
displayed by various apps, the inputs from the available phone sensors, and the available
personal data on the phone. For example, using the location sensor of the phone, one
could enable different automation scripts for the same trigger depending on where the
user was. Existing context-aware computing research have contributed many technical
solutions for transforming the smartphone usage and sensor data into more meaningful
behavioral-centric personal data [43]. EPIDOSITE offers opportunities to connect user-
centric behaviors on smartphones and users’ smart home environments. We hope this
will empower the end users to create more intelligent and useful context-aware
applications.

We also plan to explore how to make it easier for end users to create more complex
automations with control structures such as compound conditionals and loops. AppsGate
[7] supports creating control structures in a syntax-driven editor using a pseudo-natural
language, which was shown to be easy for creating simple rules, but difficult for creating
compound conditionals. SmartFit [2] introduces an interactive graphical editor with
which end users can create conditionals using IoT sensor data for rule-based EUD
systems. However, it still remains a major design challenge to make it easier for end
users to express the logic and the control structures in programming by demonstration
systems. Gamut [31, 32] is a PBD system that can infer programming logic from multiple
examples from the user, but it has been shown to be hard for non-expert end users to
provide meaningful and helpful additional examples for inferring programming logics
[26, 31, 32]. We are currently investigating the approach of having the users talk about
their intentions using speech during the demonstration, and inferring the programming
logic using techniques from AI and natural language processing [28].
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6 Conclusion

In this work, we introduce EPIDOSITE, a new programming by demonstration system that
makes it possible for end users to create automations for consumer IoT devices on their
smartphones. It supports programming across multiple IoT devices and exchanging
information among them without requiring the devices to be of the same brand or within
the same “ecosystem”. The programming by demonstration approach minimizes the
necessity to learn programming concepts. EPIDOSITE also supports using arbitrary third-
party Android mobile apps and hundreds of available web services in the scripts to create
highly context-aware and responsive automations.
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